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Introduction 
 
 
CALLER: 

Legs eleven (11),  
Clickety-click (66) 
Bullseye (50) 
Two little ducks (22) 
Three score and ten (70) 
All the threes (33) 
Two fat ladies (88) 
Unlucky for some (13) 
Snakes alive (55) 
Sweet sixteen, never been kissed (16) 

63 44 77 50 

90 11 33 FREE 

88 16 5 70 

22 47 66 17 
PLAYER:  

‘BINGO!!!’ 
 
 
Here we have a traditional game of Bingo. This has a number of features: 
 

1. There is one CALLER, who shouts out the names of the numbers.  
2. Each individual player has a card with random numbers on it. 
3. All the cards in use have different combinations of numbers.  
4. There is a FREE square on each card.  

 The FREE square indicates that the player doesn’t need to cover this square. It 
already counts. If 90, 11, and 33 are called (for example), then he/she can shout 
‘BINGO,’ since this makes a horizontal line (along with the FREE square). 

5. The tasks for the Bingo player are: 
 Recognize the numbers (Clickety-click = 66, etc.). 
 Mark them on the card, or cover them with markers. 
 Shout BINGO when he/she has a complete line of numbers. In the above 

example, the line of numbers completed is diagonal, from the bottom left corner, 
to the top right corner (22, 16, 33, 50), but lines can also be horizontal (88, 16, 5, 
70, etc.) or vertical (50, FREE, 70, 17, etc.). For this reason, Bingo cards are 
usually grids of 3x3, 4x4, or 5x5 squares. 

6. The game is competitive (there is one winner). 
7. The game finishes when one person completes a line. 
8. There is a prize for being the first person to finish. 
9. The game is controlled by the Caller. 

 
Bingo has thus entered the western cultural consciousness as a competitive game, usually played for 
money or prizes. It is in essence an extremely simple game of chance that requires the participants 
to listen-and-find simple information and to mark it on their card, without transformation of the 
information or use of cognition (problem-solving, critical thinking, etc.).   
 



In the light of these characteristics, we might well ask how Bingo can be effectively used to teach 
(and learn) English. In order to answer this question, the following sections explore Bingo and its 
application in ELT (English Language Teaching) in greater depth. 
 
 
Types of Bingo 
 
Whereas Ito & Berry (2001, p. viii), have four classifications (Traditional Bingo games; Task Bingo 
games; Talking Bingo games; and Testing Bingo games), this presentation prefers to employ three 
main types as a primary means of classification, based on the perspective of the participant (cf. 
Hyun, 2000; 2001): 
 

1. Listening Bingo games (passive, static, one-way, instructional, individual, receptive, 
information gap activities); 

2. Speaking Bingo games (active, dynamic, two-way, communicative, group, cognitive, 
language-performance and information transfer activities); 

3. Self-made Bingo games (active, dynamic, two-way, interactive, group, cognitive, 
collaborative, language-performance, problem-solving and critical thinking). 

 
The second means of classification is by the type of activity: 
 

 Picture Bingo (picture to picture, picture to word) 
 Word Bingo (word to picture, word to word) 
 Synonym Bingo (similar word – thesaurus) 
 Antonym Bingo (opposite word) 
 Translation Bingo (English-Korean, Korean-English) 
 Matching Bingo (matching a sportsperson to a sport, a singer to a song, etc.) 
 20 Questions Bingo (asking questions about the words) 
 Riddle Bingo (definitions – dictionary) 
 Pyramid Bingo (using a different format for the Bingo card) 
 Idiom Bingo (explanations) 

 
These various types and classifications can be employed in various situations and transformations. 
Bingo can be used in one form or another for most purposes, according to the language content and 
the characteristics of the learners (age, proficiency, affective variables, etc.). The activities 
contained in this presentation present the primary categories (listening-based, speaking-based, and 
self-made activities) of Bingo activities, in addition to covering the full range of secondary 
classifications above. In this way, it is hoped to show that the Bingo concept can be adapted to meet 
the needs of any group of language learners. 
 

 
1. Listening Bingo Games 
 
This term refers to conventional listen-and-find Bingo games. In this type of game the caller calls 
out numbers, letters, words, phrases or sentences in the grid on the master card. The players listen to 
the caller and then find the item on the grid on their own Bingo card. The first player who marks all 
the squares in a row diagonally, horizontally, or vertically calls out ‘BINGO.’ Learners who play 
this type of Bingo are essentially carrying out a dictation activity, and are testing basic listening 
comprehension. Because of this, this type of Bingo game is henceforth called ‘listening Bingo.’ 
This type of Bingo game is helpful in developing receptive comprehension skills in English.  
 



Listening Bingo games range from simple Number-Bingo games to more active 
Comprehension-Bingo games and are quite easy to play.  
 
 In number-style Bingo games the players simply identify and match dictated information on the 

Bingo card.  
 In comprehension Bingo games, they first have to comprehend what the caller says and then 

perform various cognitive functions in order to decipher the appropriate answers. 
 For example, in a form of Verb Bingo, the grid of the master card is filled with the root 

forms of irregular verbs, whereas each player’s Bingo grid is filled with the past form of the 
verbs.  

 When the caller says the root form of a verb, the participants have to derive the past form, 
find it in the Bingo card, and then mark it.  

 Antonym Bingo, synonym Bingo, idiom Bingo, etc can all be played in this way, as forms 
of comprehension Bingo.  

 This approach can be very helpful when presenting new vocabulary in a lesson. The desired 
words can be written on the students’ cards, and the explanation of each new word can be 
put on the master card.  

 
Most linguistic items, functions, skills or topics can be studied through the he listening Bingo 
approach. These include Time Bingo, Number Bingo, Letter Bingo, Weather Bingo, Month Bingo, 
Day Bingo, Holiday Bingo, Christmas Bingo, Pronunciation Bingo, Job Bingo, Flower Bingo, 
Animal Bingo, Family Bingo, Colour Bingo, Antonym Bingo, Synonym Bingo, and Idiom Bingo. 
 
2. Speaking Bingo Games 
 
Listening Bingo games represent the traditional approach, and they are helpful in developing 
students’ receptive comprehension skills in English. However, they are not appropriate for 
developing active skills, since the players just listen to what the caller says and find matching items 
on their grids. Even when performed at the group level (rather than the teacher being the caller), 
there is still one caller in each group, and this caller is the only active participant. This is neither 
two-way interaction, nor communication in the strict sense of the word.  
 
In contrast, speaking Bingo games encourage students to communicate with each other. They 
encourage learners to listen and speak, and they are very funny. Bingo-related activities can be used 
in an interactive way, introducing and reviewing language in an investigative ‘learner-directed’ 
manner.  
 
 In speaking Bingo, there is no master card, and no caller.  
 Instead, there are only participants’ Bingo cards. 

 Each player has a different Bingo card and asks other students about a topic in the grid on 
the Bingo card.  

 When the student gets the answer ‘Yes,’ that student asks the other’s name and writes it 
down in the square of that question.  

 The first student does not ask a second question to the same student after getting the 
response ‘Yes.’  

 If the other student answers ‘No’, the questioner may ask one more question. However 
three questions may not be asked of the same student.  

 This rule is helpful in encouraging students to interview as many classmates as possible.  
 When a student is successful in filling in a row of boxes diagonally, horizontally, or 

vertically, she/he shouts ‘Bingo.’  
 
Speaking Bingo is extremely interesting and challenging, in that the input and the outcome is up to 



the player, rather than the individual Bingo card.  
 
 Speaking Bingo is open and flexible. 
 It can use any linguistic items, topics, functions or skills as its source materials. 
 Each player chooses a person to ask and takes the responsibility for the result.  
 The games are performed in a real communicative setting.  
 There is no limit to the exercising of linguistic skills - listening, speaking, reading, writing and 

comprehending! 
 
Speaking Bingo can also be developed into task-based Bingo games (next section). Students can be 
asked to find out likes or dislikes of the classmates, to survey where they are from, what their 
hobbies are, what month they were born in, where they have travelled, and so forth.  
 
Most linguistic items, functions, skills or topics can be developed into speaking Bingo games, 
including Interview Bingo, Birthday Bingo, Clothing Bingo, Greetings Bingo, Hobbies Bingo, Job 
Bingo, Survey Bingo, Travel Bingo, Clothing Bingo, etc. 
 
3. Self-made Bingo Games 
 
In listening and speaking Bingo games the master cards and players’ Bingo cards are prepared by 
the teacher. Hence, the learners are not actively involved until the performance stage. Because of 
this, both categories can be said to be lacking in terms of learner-centred qualities. If we wish 
students to learn meaningfully and effectively, however, it is important that we involve them in the 
entire process of language learning. It follows, therefore, that the teacher should encourage learners 
to participate in preparing Bingo game cards.  
 
The task-based approach to language learning (TBLL) provides a convenient point of reference 
when we consider the topic of student-directed Bingo games. When we ask students to make their 
own Bingo activities, and to choose the level, the content, and the type of activity, we are in reality 
giving them a learning task. Tasks are a convenient unit of analysis for language learning (and 
assessment) for a number of reasons: 
 

Tasks lend themselves to stimulating, intellectually challenging materials, especially those of 
a problem-solving nature, and of a kind which seem meaningful to teachers planning and 
implementing lessons. (Long, 1980, p. 36) 
 
A task-based approach sees the learning process as one of learning through doing - it is by 
primarily engaging in meaning that the learner’s system is encouraged to develop. (Skehan, 
1996, p. 20) 

 
When learners play Bingo games with cards made by themselves in self-made Bingo games, they 
achieve a sense of purpose, ownership and meaning, thus promoting confidence, motivation and 
responsibility for learning. The active making of Bingo activities is thus a desirable educational 
event, and can lead to excellent follow-on activities such as devising and writing the rules for their 
activity, explaining their activity to other groups, and even making a PowerPoint presentation about 
their activity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Games in the English Classroom 
 
Children (of all ages) learn through play. Before they achieve primary school age, the vast majority 
of children have successfully learned a language, have mastered the motor skills necessary for 
bodily activities, and have acquired many of the social skills necessary for living amongst other 
humans. All this occurs through experiential learning (play), without trained instructors (teachers). 
It is only when children arrive in school that ‘play’ becomes an undesirable word, and ‘real’ 
learning is imposed upon them, along with punishment for not conforming to the teacher’s 
definition of learning. 
 
Children do not differentiate between ‘work’ and ‘play’ before they start school. Everything is vital 
as they explore and discover their environment. When they enter school, they are told to study life, 
while the community (expensively) supports them. At this point, they are cut off from meaning and 
involvement in the society which they used to explore: 
 

The strict application of protective attitudes toward children has created a paradoxical 
situation in which protection has come to mean excluding the young from meaningful 
involvement in their own communities. (Postman, 1995, p. 102) 

 
How could youths better learn to live than by trying the experiment of living? (Postman, 
1995, p. 94) 

 
Experiential learning, in the form of play, is extremely important in the classroom, where it can be 
used as an effective means of activating language learning. However, this does not mean that it 
should be relegated to a ‘5-minute-activity’ section, at the end of a lesson of ‘real,’ grammar-based, 
teacher-led tuition. When this approach is taken, it is common for students to actually refuse to play 
such games, since they see them as a waste of time.  
 
Nothing, in fact, could be further from the truth. Even if one defines language learning in terms of 
grammar (the traditionalist approach), language games offer an effective means of internalising, 
practising and performing that grammar. If we employ game formats to learn language, we are 
harnessing the enjoyable aspect of play-related activities, and reaping the extremely beneficial fruits 
of experiential learning. The important distinction lies in exactly how we go about this as language 
teachers. If we label enjoyment, commitment, concentration, and absorption, as ‘a waste of time,’ 
then game-related activities will indeed become useless. If, on the other hand, we welcome them, 
and make them integral parts of our teaching pedagogy, using them as vital ingredients in the 
overall facilitation of student-centred learning, then they will take on a different aspect. In this 
situation, language games will become part and parcel of a task-based, pedagogically sound, 
learning environment. 
 
If we consider Allwright’s (1984; 2000, p. 13) findings deeply, the fact that we cannot predict what 
and how students learn makes the teacher-led, grammar-based classroom meaningless. If students 
are not internalising the teacher’s input, then it follows that the teacher must find another way of 
helping students to learn. This alternative way must be student-centred, since the learning must start 
with (and be directed by) the learners – the people who are doing the learning. The learning must 
also be meaningful to the learners, and relevant to them as human beings. In other words, it must 
take on the (task-based) characteristics of a totally committed, problem-solving, critically thinking, 
creative, absorbing game – the game of life. 

 
 



Interactive Bingo Hints 
 
Bingo activities can be used in various forms to promote the learning of English. The Bingo 
activities can be classified firstly by the activities of the performers (active/passive, static/dynamic, 
one-way/two-way, instructive/interactive, individual/group, receptive/cognitive, etc.), and secondly 
by the type of activity.  
 
These types and classifications of Bingo activities can be mixed in many ways, and because of 
this, this presentation presents them according to their learning purpose  
 

 Vocabulary; 
 Grammar; 
 Notion/Function; 
 Task-Based Learning  

 
The Bingo grid used in language classrooms can be varied to suit the level of the learners. This 
presentation recommends a Bingo grid of 3 x 3 squares for pre-school children, a Bingo grid of 3 x 
3 squares or 4 x 4 squares for elementary school students, and a Bingo grid of 4 x 4 squares or 5 x 5 
squares for secondary school students and higher level learners. 
 
It is a good idea to give flexibility in calling out ‘Bingo.’ When a player marks or fills in all the 
squares in a row diagonally, horizontally, or vertically, he/she can call out ‘One Bingo.’ When 
another player marks or fills in all the squares in two rows diagonally, horizontally, or vertically, 
he/she can call out ‘Two Bingos.’ When a player marks or fills in all the squares in three rows 
diagonally, horizontally, or vertically, he/she can call out ‘Three Bingos.’ This can vary according 
to the level of the games. For instance, when we ask learners to play Greeting Bingo, it would be 
goof to encourage players to interact with all the participants. In this case a player is asked to call 
out ‘Bingo’ when he/she is successful in marking or filling in all the squares in the grid on the 
Bingo card. This is called Full Bingo.  
 
Students are typically excellent at making their own rules for language games. It can be 
extremely effective, therefore to let them devise the rules for each activity, rather than trying to get 
them to do exactly what the teacher tells them to do. Game-based instructions can be very difficult 
for learners to comprehend, and can impede the successful language transactions which are the goal 
of the activity. In contrast, simple instructions which point out the main features of the game, but 
which encourage the learners to make their own rules, can be great learning tools. Such instructions 
will lead to meta-discussion about the game, and will help students to become more involved. If this 
discussion can take place in English, then students will be actively practising linguistic functions 
such as suggestion, agreement, and making decisions. If the students are unable to discuss in 
English, then they will still be participating cognitively, and their brainstorming will be about the 
task which they will be performing in English, In other words, they will be ‘on task.’ 
 
Have an exciting, challenging and fruitful time in your collaborative exploration of the world of 
Bingo activities for language learning! 
 
Enjoy – Experiment - Explore. 


